We have shown that higher dimensional Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes are gravitationally unstable for large values of the electric charge and cosmological constant in D ≥ 7 space-time dimensions. We have found the shape of the slightly perturbed black hole at the threshold point of instability. Why only D = 4, 5 and 6 dimensional worlds are favorable as to the black stability remains unknown.
characteristic size of extra dimensions, one can describe the black hole by the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini metric [7] . When charged particles collide, a charged black holes must be formed. At the same time, recent observational data suggests the non-zero values of the cosmological constant in the Universe, so that the non-vanishing vacuum energy of the world must influence the formation of black holes. Thus, more general black hole background would be the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter (RNdS) generalization of the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini metric. Yet, there is no traditional uniqueness theorem for D > 4-spacetimes, so that the important physical criteria that selects from all higher dimensional "black" objects (such as black holes, string, branes, rings, and saturns) is their stability: unstable objects cannot exist or need some mechanism of stabilization.
Nevertheless, the stability analysis of D ≥ 5 black holes became feasible relatively recently [8] , [10] , [11] . This reduction was performed for the D-dimensional Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes in [8] in the general form.
Yet, the stability of the ReissnerNordström black holes was proven analytically only for D = 4, 5 space-time dimensions [8] . The perturbation equations can be treated separately for all three types, called scalar, vector and tensor, according to the rotation group on the (D − 2)-sphere. When D = 4, we know the scalar type as polar and the vector type as axial, while the tensor type is usually a pure gauge. The higher dimensional cases were addressed in our earlier paper [12] , where the stability of the D-dimensional Schwarzschild-de Sitter black holes was proved. Recently the stability of Reissner-Nordström-anti-de Sitter black holes (without dilaton) was shown in [13] . In addition, in [12] the numerical data for the quasinormal modes for vector and tensor types of gravitational perturbations of Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter (RNdS) black holes was given. Yet there it was claimed erroneously that Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes are stable for all values of charge and Λ-term. In fact, in [12] for one particular, and most cumbersome, type of gravitational perturbations, the scalar type, one considered the effective potential, which corresponds to the perturbations of The effective potentials V− for ρ = 0.8, q = 0.9, ℓ = 2, 3, 4 (blue, green red respectively). As ℓ grows the peak becomes higher and the negative gap decreases.
the Einstein equations with the frozen Maxwell field (see Eq. 8 in [12] ). This approximation is valid when the charge of the black holes Q is considerably less than the black holes mass M , yet it is inappropriate for highly charged black holes. In the present paper we consider the dynamic behavior of the wave equation, which corresponds to the complete perturbations of the EinsteinMaxwell equations, given by Eq. (5.61), (5.63 b) in [9] . Basic formulae. The metric of the D = d + 2-dimensional RNdS black holes is given by the line element
where
The equation of motion for gravitational perturbations of scalar type can be reduced to the wave-like equation
where the tortoise coordinate r * is defined as dr * = dr/f (r) and the effective potential is a function of black hole parameters, r and of a multipole number ℓ that comes from separation of angular variables
The explicit form of V ± can be found in [9] , formulas (5.61-5.63). The scalar type of gravitational perturbations, corresponding to the V − potential is the only type for which the stability cannot be proved analytically [8] , [9] . The potential V − reduces to the potential for pure gravitational perturbations, when Q = 0. On the contrary, V + reduces to pure electromagnetic perturbations propagating on the D-dimensional Schwarzschild background in the limit of vanishing charge. We shall imply that Ψ ∼ e −iωt , ω = ω Re − iω Im , so that ω Im > 0 corresponds to a stable (decayed) mode, while ω Im < 0 corresponds to an unstable (growing) mode. If the effective potential V (r) is positive definite everywhere outside the black hole event horizon, the differential operator d 2 /dr 2 * + ω 2 is a positive self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert space of the square integrable functions of r * , and, any solution of the wave equation with compact support is bounded, what implies stability. An important feature of the gravitational perturbations is that the effective potential V − (see Fig. 1 ), which governs the scalar type of the perturbations, has negative gap for the lower values of the multi-pole numbers ℓ. Higher ℓ simply increase the top of the potential barrier, and are usually more stable [14] . Thus, we shall check here those values of ℓ, for which the negative gap is present, and therefore the stability is not guaranteed.
Numerical Method. We shall study the evolution of the black hole perturbations of scalar "-" type in time domain using a numerical characteristic integration method [15] , that uses the light-cone variables u = t − r ⋆ and v = t + r ⋆ . In the characteristic initial value problem, initial data are specified on the two null surfaces u = u 0 and v = v 0 . The discretization scheme we used, is
where we have used the following definitions for the points:
This method was very well tested for finding accurate values of the damped quasinormal modes (see for instance [16] and references therein). Recently it has been also adopted for finding unstable, growing, quasinormal modes in [17] for black strings, and in [14] for Gauss-Bonnet black holes. The agreement between the time domain and accurate Frobenius methods is excellent. To test the reliability of the method, we increased the precision of the whole numerical procedure and decreased the grid of integration: unchanging of the obtained profiles of Ψ signifies that we have reached sufficient accuracy of the computation. For convenience, we shall measure all quantities in units of the event horizon r + . Since the value of the event horizon is r + = 1, the black hole mass is fixed as
. The cosmological constant written in terms of the cosmological horizon r c allows to introduce the convenient variable ρ = r + /r c = 1/r c < 1, so that
We shall consider also the charge normalized by its extremal quantity q = Q/Q ext < 1. Discussion of the results. Let us start from the pure Reissner-Nordström (RN) black holes (ρ = 0). From the Table I one can see that quasinormal modes of nonextremal pure RN holes are damped for D = 6, 7, ..11. For the near extremal values of charge Q, a power-law damped tail dominates at asymptotically late times (Fig.  2) . When approaching near extremal Q, the epoch of quasinormal oscillations becomes much shorter (Fig. 2) , so that it is difficult to find out the accurate values of the QN frequency from the time domain profile, especially for higher D. Therefore some values in Table I are sufficiently large values of the both parameters, D ≥ 7 RNdS black holes are unstable. The typical picture of developing of instability can be found on Fig. 3 . There one can see that for moderate values of q, the profile consists of damped quasinormal oscillations. Then, as the charge increases, the real oscillation frequency of the ringing decreases, approaching zero in the threshold point of instability. This is well understood, because unstable modes must be pure imaginary and the threshold point of instability corresponds to some static solution ω = 0 of the wave equation [17] . This is a natural picture for instability developed at lowest multi-poles. Instability induced by large ℓ, on the contrary, appears as the growing of Ψ after a long period of damped oscillations [14] . The parametric region of instability is shown on Fig.  4 . For larger D the region of instability is bigger. Another interesting question, which was beyond the scope of our paper, is if the extremal D = 6 Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes are stable? Within the numerical method we can approach quite near the extremal values, but not the exact extremal limit.
Black hole deformation at the edge of stability Let us study in detail situation when the charge is near the threshold of stability. We have found that there is a static mode (ω = 0) for ℓ = 2 "-" type of perturbations, while all other oscillations decay. We shall find here the form of the perturbed metric at the threshold point of instability in the linear approximation as a background metric plus small perturbation, which is approximated by the found static mode. The correction to the black hole metric is given by Eq. (5.6a) of [9] δg ab = f ab (r)S(z), δg ai = rf a (r)S i (z),
where S(z) are the scalar harmonics, which satisfŷ
A unit d-sphere is defined by the metric
with the angular variables {z}. From the Eq. (5.37) [9] we see thatF r t = 0 when ω = 0. Consequently, in the Regge-Willer gauge (f a (r) = 0, H T (r) = 0) we can see that the perturbed metric is static because f 01 (r) = 0 (see Eqs. (5.7b) and (5.8) in [9] ). Thus, the event horizon surface is given by the equation
Expanding this equation near the unperturbed black hole horizon r + we find the expression for the black hole horizonr + of the perturbed black holẽ
The radial coordinate R of the perturbed black hole is related to the coordinate r as
Substituting (10) into (11) we find for the perturbed horizon R + = r + + AS(z), where A is proportional to the amplitude of the linear perturbation
We see that the null hypersurface is the sphere corrected by a small perturbation proportional to S ℓ=2 (z). This surface can be easily imagined, because we always can choose such an angular coordinate φ (associated with the largest azimuthal number m = 2) that S ℓ=2 (z) = S ℓ=2 (φ) and S ℓ=2 (φ) ∝ cos(2φ) + const. Figure 5 of the shape of the perturbed black hole at the instability suggests that the black hole could either split into two black holes or to transform into another solution, such as, for instance, a black ring. The splitting into two black holes looks nevertheless improbable, because such smaller holes would be themselves unstable and overcharged.
One should note that since we consider a linear approximation, we cannot describe the instability growth at later times because initially small perturbations will become comparable with the background at sufficiently late times. The final stage of the evolution of a unstable state must be described by the fully non-linear theory.
The linear theory provides us only an initial guess for the developing of instability. Conclusions Let us enumerate the obtained results.
1) The Reissner-Nordström black holes are stable for D = 5, 6, ..11.
2) The D ≥ 7 Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes are unstable if values of the black hole charge and mass are large enough.
3) The threshold values of parameters q and ρ, for which the instability appears, correspond to the dominance of some static solution of the wave equation.
4) The shape of the slightly perturbed black hole at the instability point has been found. Strictly speaking the above instability does not mean that the corresponding black holes cannot exist, for instance a universe with considerable values of the cosmological constant (presumably our universe in the early epochs), should have the chromo-dynamics instead of the considered here U(1) electrodynamics. If nevertheless one wants to preserve U (1) electrodynamic, higher dimensional asymptotically de Sitter world, and large number of extra-dimensions D ≥ 7 at the same time, he should take into account the above instability of black holes. This is important when investigating quasinormal modes or Hawking radiation of the Standard Model fields on the higher dimensional Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter background [18] . The absence of coincidence of gravitational and thermodynamic instabilities is also easily understood, if one notices that the thermodynamic instability is induced by quantum effects, while gravitational instability is a classical effect.
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